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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
GARCÍA ALBERTO has contributed to the dictionary with 14462 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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recursos naturales
refers to any factor the Middle environment natural, which can mean any benefit to man.  Such as water, air, soil,
minerals, vegetation, wildlife.  They are indispensable for the man, since they provide food, shelter, construction, energy
and aesthetic satisfaction gestation.

red delicious
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

red el
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

redarguyo
corresponds to the expression ''  '' convert the argument against whom it makes ''  ''

rederas
relating or belonging to persons who hunt with network or network.

rederos
relating or belonging to the network

redivivo
corresponds to the expression ''  '' released, risen, anima, Goblin ''  ''-

redolé
I redolé - refers to the expression: dí turns -

redondel
ring = it's a dress, a kind of layer without hood and rounded on the bottom.

redrojos
.  belonging to the type of late fruit giving plants and that hardly reach season-

refieres
says 39 expression;  '' express orally or in writing, a true fact or fictional ''  ''.

reflejar
reflect-refers to the expression: referring to pain, to be felt in a part of the body other than the one that originates it

reflujo
reflux-refers to the expression: flow of a liquid from the organism in the reverse to normal



refute
means = contradict, with arguments or reasons to challenge what others say.

regañadas
belonging to a variety or species deciruela

regina
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen German -

regios
relating or belonging alrey or monarch

regoldana
name given to a variety or species (-) wild chestnut

reina de las palmas
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma-

reineta
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

reinetas
the rennets are neatly planted and are a delight to the vista-pertenecientes to a variety or species yellow demanzana of
good sabor-gruesa - aromatic-Golden

reino chimú
Chimú Kingdom-it is the most prosperous and powerful Empire in Pre-Columbian Andean America, located on the north
coast of Peru-

relicto
referred to in alecosistema or area reduced ecological significance which has survived unchanged, as island,
surrounded by areas with systems modified by man or nature itself. They are considered of great importance such as
seedlings and nursery for the recovery, for the regeneration of ecosystems modified or destroyed.

religiosos
those who have religion and profess it zealously -

relingas
You relingas - it refers: '' remember or ropes that are placed Cork &amp; leads you to calan and hold nets in the water ''-

remate
action finished the right-hander a luck, or the bull an onslaught.



remeden
corresponds to the expression ''  '' emulates or something contrahagan ''  ''. -

remeje
refers to the expression ''  '' stir, remix ''  ''. -

rendirse
surrender - refers to the verb, "submitted to the domain or leaving someone or something, will resist. ''

reniformes
that have shaped similar to the kidney-

renos
-belonging to a species or variety deciervo, of thick, red brownish in summer and fur rubio white in winter-

repelos
hangnail-belonging to the expression: set of twisted fibers of a wood -

repipi
repipi-refers to the expression : affected and pedantic child

repollos
belonging to a variety or species leaves firm and tight decol-

represar
dam-contain and snant the course of a stream of water

represas
dams- Contains and watertight the course of a stream of water- 

represo
dam-contengo and watert drink the course of a stream of water- the wordrepreses used in the study of Hydraulic Works-

requemados
sheets = says who have or denegrido to have been fire-dark poseencolor

requisito
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deo circumstance for one thing

requisito
It is said of the quality or quality or condition denecesaria for one thing



res
means any four-legged animal, like cattle.

resanar
resanging-refers to the expression: removing the damaged part of a surface, wood or fruit-

reseda
Reseda is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on August 31, 1927-

reserpina
Reserpine-is a compound that was isolated in 1952 from the dried root of Rauwolfia serpentina, an ancient plant of
India.  It is used against high blood pressure-

reserpinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidaa starting from an age-old plant of the India -

reserpinas-
reserpines-belonging to an alkaloid isolated in 1952 from the dried root of Rauwolfia serpentina, an ancient plant of
India.  It is used against high blood pressure-

reservarán
corresponds to the expression ''  '' saved for later or when necessary one thing ''  ''. -

resilencia
resilience-refers to : 1) in Ecology, the ability of a system to recover its initial conditions, after having been subjected to a
certain alteration- 2) in Psychology and Education, to the ability of human beings to tolerate and recover from adversity,
achieving a positive transformation-

resilencias
resilience-belonging to : 1) in Ecology, to the ability of a system to recover its initial conditions, after having been
subjected to a certain alteration- 2 ) in Psychology and Education, to the ability of human beings to tolerate and recover
from adversities, achieving a positive transformation-

resinas
belonging to the product obtained by the oxidation of an essence-

resiníferos
to tienenresina

resinosos
to tienenresina

resistividad



resistivity-this is the resistance that opposes a conductive material to the passage of the electric current at a certain
temperature; we can say that it is the inverse of conductivity

resistividades
resistivity- belonging to the resistance that opposes a conductive material to the passage of the electric current at a
certain temperature; we can say that it is the inverse of conductivity

resistivos
It is said of those who have the virtue of resist -

resistor
resistor- is an electronic component whose function is to introduce a certain resistance between two points of a circuit-

resistores
resistors- belonging to an electronic component whose function is to introduce a certain resistance between two points
of a circuit-

resnero
resnero-is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous species, of
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various types
of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not
to animals and birds.

resneros
resneros- belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, with branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

resno
resno-se is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous species, of
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various types
of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not
to animals and birds.

resnos
resnos-belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

respectivamente
adverb in a respective way.

respective



so respectiva.respectivamente

respectivos
relating or belonging to certain things or people

responsivos
relating or belonging to the answers

resultones
eye-catching = says those who have or poseenbuena presence physically, Nice.

retentina
retentine- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered
a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a
weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its essential oils,
it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

retienta
refers to repetition of the tempts in cattle vaccines.

retraimiento
withdrawal-refers to the expression : attitude of timidity and reservation of a person-

retranquea
It refers to, rewinds, in whole or in part, a wall or parament of the facade level. 

retranqueamos
re-retranation-refers to the expression: we reverse in whole or in part a wall or parament of the facade level-

retranquean
It refers to , they rewind in whole or in part a wall or parament of the level of the facade. 

retranquear
recess-refers to the expression : to completely or partially rewind a wall or parament of the facade level-

retranquearán
retranquearán-se refiere a la expresión : harán retroceder total o parcialmente un muro o paramento del nivel de
fachada-

retranqueas
You rewind a wall or parament of the facade level in whole or in part. 



retranqueáis
It refers to , you reverse in whole or in part a wall or parament of the facade level. 

retranqueo
It refers to , I reverse in whole or in part a wall or parament of the facade level. 

retrasar
delay-refers to the expression: make something happen later than usual or intended

retraso
delay-refers to the expression : absence of a woman's menstrual period at the time she is entitled to

retrata
portrait-refers to the expression: it represents a person, especially his face, in a drawing or a painting-

retratamos
re-refers to the expression: we represent a person, especially his face, in a drawing or na painting-

retratan
portray-refers to the expression: they represent a person, especially his face, in a drawing, painting or photograph-

retratar
portray-refers to the expression : depicting a person, especially his face, in a drawing or na painting-

retratarán
will portray-refers to the expression: they will represent a person, especially his face, in a drawing or a painting-

retribución
retribution-refers to the expression: the amount of money that is earned from a productive effort

retrocohete
retro-rocket-refers to the expression : rocket that when ignited, prints a force in the opposite direction from that carried
by a spacecraft and allows it to lose speed-

retropulsión
retropulsion-refers to the expression : backward movement of a part of the body-

reultones
eye-catching = says those who have or poseenbuena presence physically, Nice.

revada
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen Dutch -



revena
resentence-refers to the expression: sprouts a tree by the part in which it has been dismo-

revenan
revenan-refers to the expression: the trees are sprouted by the part where the crumbled part has been

revenarán
resell-refers to the expression: trees will be sprouted by the part where they have been crumbled

rey de corazones
.  belonging to a variety or species desandia

reyes
Alfonso Reyes, Mexican writer ( 1889 - 1959 ) one of the most great humanists of America. -

reyezuelo
Reyezuelo-It is a small bird that has its habitat in different European areas, very singing, stubby body, plumage of varied
and colorful colors, low flight due to its short wings-

réflex
REFLEX-refers to the expression : camera that is provided with a mirror that reflects the image formed by the lens so
that the photographer can see exactly what will be fixed in the frame-

rhodia-
Rhodia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on July 16, 1898-

rhodope
Rhodope- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Petersel on August 15, 1876-

ricalates
belonging to a variety or species oforange-

ricen
ricen = form in her hair artificially loops, rings, rings, etc.-

ricino
Purgrant castor-oil, triglyceride composed of essential amino acids, has moisturizing and laxative properties and is also
used to treat hair loss and dandruff, in arthritis and in insect bites-fat substances and oils-It is extracted from a
euphoriaceous plant native to Northern Africa, which bears the same name-

ricinos
belonging to a variety or species infernal dehiguera-



ricinus communis
·perteneciente to the scientific name of the fig tree of the devil-

ricura
SHAWTY -.  says the quality or quality or condition derico or tasty -

riema
Riema- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on August 12, 1923-

rigidez
It is quality or quality or condition deinflexible, strict, severe.

rinconadas
incoming angles formed at the junction of the roads.

rinoceronte abada
abada rhinoceros- mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one
or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa.

rinoceronte o abada
rhinoceros or abada-mammal of the order Perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or
two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa.

rinoceronte,abada
rhinoceros, abada- mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, having one or
two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-

rinoceronte-abada
Rhinoceros-abada- mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one
or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-

rinocerontes o abadas
Rhinoceroses or abadas - belonging to a mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed
snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-

rinocerontes-abadas
Rhinoceros-abadas belonging to a mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout,
which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa.

riojanos
riojanosvocablo used in political geography - in the Argentina Republic, said of the naturalesde province Dela rioja

rionegrinos



the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde province derío black

rioplatenses
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the Río de la Plata naturalesdel

rizomélico
relating or belonging to the articulation of the shoulder and the hip. -

rizomélicos
relating or pertaining to the joints of the shoulder and hip

ro
It was thus called the snarl of the Germans-

rocinales
relating or belonging to the attitudes of the coarse, ignorant and poorly educated man.

rocinales
relating or belonging to the hack, horse work and bad draws. -

roderas
relating or belonging to signals that leave printed the wheels of a vehicle on the ground. -

roderas
relating or belonging to the wheels or serving for this purpose. -

rodomiel
rodomiel-refers to a certain type of syrup or chemical preparation, made from honey and rosewater shear, used in the
cure of different diseases-

rodomieles
rhodolyels-belonging to a certain type of syrup or pharmacological preparation, made from honey and rose extract, used
in the cure of different diseases-

rodos
either that belongs to the expression: roller to drag extremely heavy things-

roedores
He says losmamiferos, vegetarian or omnivorous, frequently harmful to crops that have long incisors to gnaw, as the
squirrel, mouse and rat.

rojo



name given to a variety or species (-) North spruce

rollo
It says photo film reel.

roma-
Rome- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  Carnera on July 11, 1901-

romanches
relating or belonging to the Rhaetian, ancient region of Europe. -

rome beauty
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

romí
name given to a variety or species (-) saffron. -

rompesaraguelo
It is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered a weed,
native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed of the
tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its essential oils, it is used in
cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

rondanas
in the pulleys, slices through which run the ropes.

rondel
rondel - refers to a name of an antiparasitic product for dogs and cats -

rongo-lono-ono
God of agriculture-fields-grain-harvest-fertility, fruits of the Earth in the Polynesia mitologiade

rongo-lono-ono
God of agriculture-fields-grain-harvest-fertility, fruits of the Earth in the Polynesia mitologiade

rosarios
belonging to a variety or species Bolivia depalma-

rotales
relating or belonging altribunal of rattan, in the Roman court.

rotatorios



that circular tienenmovimiento-

rotíferos
It is said of microscopic invertebrates animals abundant in fresh waters, which have two crowns of Cilia around the
mouth.

ródenos
belonging to a variety or species depino-

rubin
.  belonging to a variety or species desandia

rubios
Centre of the cross, the highest part of the chest, where the bones of the forelimbs with the backbone cross concerns.

ruborosos
who have or sientenrubor, shame -

rucia
It is said of an entrecana person. -

rufos
you have kinky hair

rugosos
rough = tienenarrugas.

ruindad
vileness -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition deruin-

rumiantes
SE dice de losmamiferos ungulates provided a stomach divided into three or four cavities and who practice rumination.

rupestres
relating or belonging to the art and the prehistoric paintings in caves on the rocks inside. -

rupestres
relating or belonging to the rocks

ruqueta
ruqueta- tasteful sauce, very spicy, which is made with the leaves of the caterpillar, cruciferous plant, mixing with honey
and vinegar-



ruquetas
ruquettes- belonging to the glad sauce, very spicy, which is made with the leaves of the caterpillar, cruciferous plant,
mixing with honey and vinegar-

rurales
relating or pertaining alcampo

ruseles
refers to the expression ''  '' asargados woollen fabrics. -''  ''

rusticidad
It is said the quality or quality or condition Dela person who lives or works in the field -

rustiquez
rustiquez -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition derustico-

ruth-
Ruth- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf on November 21, 1914-

rústicos
relating or pertaining alcampo

sabal de carolina
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma-

sabal enano
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma-

sabatinos
relating or belonging to the divine offices carried out day Saturday. -

sabatinos
relating or belonging to the bzo day which takes place on it. -

sabáticos
relating or belonging to the year that were dedicated by Hebrews, after six other work, to rest their land. -

sabáticos
relating or belonging to the rest of the day Saturday

sabélicos
relating or belonging to the Sabines or Samnites, inhabitants of the ancient Italy, near the Tiber River. -



sabine
Sabine- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Lorenzel on July 22, 1908-

sabuco
Sabuco is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and Southeast
Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without branches, with
opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit; It is used in
medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

sabulosos
sabulosos = tienenarena or are mixed with it.

sacayanes
sacayanes-belonging to a small vessel of the Philippines, very similar to the baroto, with the flat bottom and used for
fishing

saciñas
belonging to a variety or species desauce-

sacoleva
Sacoleva-boat used in Greece and Turkey for sponge fishing, very light, consisting of two sticks and is very loaded with
sail. 

sacolevas
sacks-belonging to a boat used in Greece and Turkey for sponge fishing, very light, consisting of two sticks and is very
loaded with sail. 

sacre
sacre- belonging to a type of carnivorous falcon, large, that hunts birds, even larger than him, using a horizontal pursuit
technique for hunting-

saculeva
saculeva- is a greek-based vessel of two sticks and fine-tuned lines. 

saculevas
saculevas-belonging to a Greek two-stick vessel, with fine-tuned lines. -

saetero
saetero- refers to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and arrows or arrows-

saeteros
saeteros- belonging to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and arrows or arrows-



saetias
saetias-belonging to an old Mediterranean vessel, provided with a deck and two sticks. -

saga
sagase is a term used in the Mitologiaescandinava-Vikingadiosa quebebia with the wisdom Cup Odin

sagitario
sagittarius-constellation located in cosmic zoneZodiacal-

sagitario el arquero
Sagittarius The Archer-constellation located in cosmic zoneZodiacal-

sagitario o el arquero
Sagittarius or The Archer-refers to a constellation located in the zodiacal cosmic zone-

sagitario o saetero
sagittarius or saetero- refers to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and arrows or arrows-

sagitario saetero
Sagittarius saetero-refers to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and saetas or arrows-

sagitario, el arquero
Sagittarius, The Archer-refers to a constellation located in the zodiacal cosmic zone-

sagitario, saetero
sagittarius, saetero-refers to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and saetas or arrows-

sagitario-el arquero
Sagittarius-The Archer-is a constellation located in the cosmic ZoneZodiacal-

sagitario-saetero
sagittarius-saetero-refers to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and saetas or arrows-

sagitarios
sagittarians - belonging to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and arrows or arrows-

sagitarios o saeteros
sagittarius or saeteros-belonging to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and saetas or arrows-

sagitarios saeteros
sagittarius saeteros-belonging to the ancient Greco-Roman fighter who carried bow and arrows or arrows-



sagitarios, saeteros
sagittarius, saeteros-belonging to the ancient Greco-Roman combatant who carried bow and saeta or arrow-

sagitarios-saeteros
sagittarius-saeteros-belonging to the ancient Greco-Roman combatant who carried bow and arrows or arrows-

sagúes
belonging to a variety or species of Malaysia depalmera-

sakoku
It is named the national isolation decreed in the 17TH century-

salaces
It is said of those very inclined to lust. -

saladerías
relating or belonging to the industries of salting meat

saladillenses
saladillenses -.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Saladillo - Republic

salazoneros
relating or belonging to the salting, procedure used to preserve food by means of the salt. -

salciñas
belonging to a variety or species desauce-sargatillo-

salerosas
It is said of those who tienengracia and grace

salerosos
It is said of those who have or poseensalero, spark, humor

salgareños
belonging to a variety or species depino-black-

salineros
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde salt

salles
corresponds to the expression ''  '' caves with hoe or azadilla ''  ''. -



salmeres
refers to ''  '' the machon or wall, stones cut in inclined plane, from where to start the lintel arches or escarzanos-cada
arc has two springers ''  ''-

salomónicos
relating or belonging to lasIslas Solomon

salpas
It is said losprocordados-class of the tunicates-body transparent-Coop

salteños
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde desalta province

salustinas
belonging to a variety or species oforange-

salvajez
knightz -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desalvaje-

salvia
sage-refers to the expression : medicinal plant, erect, robust, very smelly, with obtuse leaves, scalloped and basal
rosette shape; it is used in medicine as a healer

salvia de los prados
sage of the meadows-refers to the expression : medicinal plant, erect, robust, very smelly, with obtuse leaves, scalloped
and basal rosette shape; it is used in medicine as a healer

salvia pratense
salvia pratense-refers to the expression : medicinal plant, erect, robust, very smelly, with obtuse leaves, scalloped and
basal rosette shape; it is used in medicine as a healer

salvia-
Salvia- this is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on January 26, 1928-

sama
God of lasartes-belleza-sol-adivinacion-elocuencia-poesia-

sama
Akkadian God of laadivinacion - the oracles, omens and prophecies

samanes
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - similaresal Cedar



sampanes
Belonging to a light boat to oars, typical of China, used in coastal and river waters, provided with a sail and an awning. 

sampán
Light boat to oars, typical of China, used in coastal and river waters, provided with a sail and an awning. 

sampedrinos
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: San Pedro -

samurai
ancient lower class of the feudal nobility-

samuros
samuros-belonging to a kind of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-

san irineo
It's the Christian prelate and father of the Church, 140-202. -

san lucas
in the New Testament, companion of St. Paul and, apparently, his faithful friend during the imprisonment of the apostle.

sanativos
It is said of those who have the virtue of healing

sandalio
sandalio-refers to the expression : acantopterigio marine fish, perciform, distributed in both tropical and subtropical
waters; it is compressed body laterally, reaches one meter in length, its spine, is green with orange spots, by the belly,
silver and its flesh is edible but not highly appreciated-

sandáracas
.  belonging to the resin delenebro and other conifers, yellowish color -

sang-ti
diosde abundance and also referee or judge of divination-

sang-ti
God of laabundanciaChina

sango
Sango-refers to the expression : God of thunder and lightning, among the Yoruba, ethnic Nigerian-the word Shangó or
Sango is used within the mythology of African peoples-



sangrado azul
Blue bleeding-refers to the expression : actinoperigio marine fish, small mouth but with many teeth, large snout, intense
blue color, with habitat near the reefs-

sangres de drago
.  belonging to resin latipa - del drago and other tropical trees from Asia and America-

sanguillo
It is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and Southeast Asia. 
generic name Sambucus ebulus, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without branches, with
opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit; It is used in
medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

sanguinas
the sanguinasfueron affected by the storms-belonging to a variety or species oforange

sanguino
Sanguino-refers to the expression : shrub of the cornaceae family, very bouquet and extremely hard wood, of white
flowers and fruits in drupe, which grows among the bushes-

sanguiñuelo
blood-referring to the expression : shrub of the cornaceae family, very bouquet and extremely hard wood, of white
flowers and fruits in drupe, which grows among the thickeners-

sanguíneos
relating or belonging to the blood

sangüeño
sang-eño-refers to the expression : shrub of the cornaceae family, very bouquet and extremely hard wood, of white
flowers and fruits in drupe, which grows among the thickets-

sanidad
health -.  says the quality or quality or condition desano -

sanitarios
relating or belonging to the health

sanjuaninos
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde the province of San juan

sanluiseños
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde the province San luis



santa lucía
Saint Lucia-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

santa lucía caángay
Santa Lucia caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

santa lucía o caángay
Santa Lucia or caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

santa lucía,caángay
Saint Lucia, caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm tall, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

santa lucía-caángay
Santa Lucia-caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; It has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

santacruceños
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde province Santa cruz

santiagueños
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the province desantiago naturalesde del estero

santo
name given to a variety or species (-) blessed Thistle

sapienciales
relating or belonging to the wisdom

sappho
Sappho- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer N.  R .  Pogsonel May 2, 1864-



saquee
corresponds to the expression ''  '' between a square or place stealing whatever is ''  ''. -

saqueros
relating or belonging to the SAC or persons that manufacture sacks and sell them-

saramugo
saramugo-refers to the expression : small and new fish, of any species, which is sometimes used as bait-

sarandíes
.  belonging to the generic name of several species of shrubs perennials-banks of rivers, streams, in South America-

sardanas
It's circle, traditional dances of Catalonia.

sarema
Sarema- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on January 12, 1924-

sargatillos
belonging to a variety or species desauce-

sarita-
Sarita- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on October 15, 1914-

sarqac
settlement in the Qaasuitsup municipality, in Western Greenland. -

saskia-
Saskia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf on October 22, 1900-

satirios
-mammal-like, similar to rats, good swimmer, very agile and is excellent in water and beyond - Hunter

satiriónes
belonging to a variety or species European deorquidea from which is extracted the salep-

saturnales
relating or belonging to the religious and secular parties that were held in Rome in honour to the Dios Saturn.

saturnales
relating or pertaining alDios Saturn, patron saint of farmers in Rome



saturnianos
relating or belonging alplaneta Saturn

saturnias
or Saturnalia, relating or belonging to the Dios Saturn or the parties that were held in Rome in his honor.

saturninos
relating or pertaining alplomo

sauco-
Elderberry is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit;
It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

saucos
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - apparents the actea

sauquillo
Sauquillo is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulos, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit;
It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

saurisquios
saurischia = is one of the two orders of dinosaurs; the other order is called ornithischians-

saúco
Elderberry is a herbaceous plant species of the Capriofoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulos, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit;
It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

saúco blanco
White elderberry is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulos, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit;
It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

saúco menor
Lesser elderberry is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit;
It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.



saúco pequeño
Small elderberry is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulos, which can reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite dark green leaves and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit;
It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

sayonara
.  belonging to a variety or species desandia

sayones
sayones - refers to losverdugos executed sentences to that were condemned inmates -

sayuelas
belonging to a variety or species dehiguera of small and very sweet fruit-

sádicos
relating or belonging to the Marquis de Sade

sálicos
relating or belonging to the Salii, who were the priests of Dios Marte, in mythology. -

sámaras
.  belonging to the type of dry, indehiscent fruit with a single seed and pericarp spread wing shaped to facilitate their
dispersion by the wind, such as elm and ash-

sápidos
SAPID = tienenalgun flavor.

scania-
Scania- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf on October 22, 1900-

schwarzschilda-
Schwarzschilda- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 23, 1916-

scylla
Scylla- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on November 8, 1875-

se pasó de rosca
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' become mentally ill ''  ''.

seculares
relating or belonging to century or world lavida



sedadera
Tool used to besath or soften hemp. 

sedaderas
Tools used to besath or soften hemp. 

sedancia
sedancia -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desedante-

sederos
relating or belonging to the Silk

sedna
Goddess of sea animals-

seglares
It is said of those who do not have clerical orders. -

segur
God of losnavegantes

sejes
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - similaresal coco

seláceos
It is said of marine lospeces - skeleton cartilaginous-gills in the form of rough hendidura-piel scaleless.

selenitas
relating or belonging to laluna

selinur-
Selinur- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on January 16, 1903-

semánticos
relating or belonging to the significance of linguistic units and their combinations.

semejante
such = tieneafinidad else.

semejas
immodest = it is a term that was formerly used to mean similarities or similar.



semele
Semele- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerF.  Tietjenel on January 4, 1866-

semilla del diablo
devil's seed-it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous species,
of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various
types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans
but not to animals and birds.

semillas del diablo
devil seeds - belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

seminales
relating or belonging to the semen or seed

semphyra
Semphyra- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on January 29, 1924-

sena
It is the set of six points on one of the faces of the die.

sencillo
simple, that it lacks of / has no / no = adorno-ostentacion.-

senes
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - apparents acacia

senescentes
of the expression: it begins to age

seniles
relating or belonging to older lapersona

sensitividad
sensitivity -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desensitivo-

sensitivos
relating or belonging to the sensation of the senses, especially in the skin.

sensoriales



relating or belonging to the sensitivity or the organs of the senses.

sensorios
relating or belonging to lasensibilidad or the Faculty of feeling

sensuales
relating or pertaining carnal alapetito

sensuales
relating or belonging to losgustos and delights of the senses

sensuales
relating or belonging to people inclined to sex-related delights.

sensualidad
sensuality -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desensual-

sentar los cascos
popular phrase that refers to ''  '' young when it begins to be a mature, serious and responsible man ''  ''

seppina
Seppina - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on March 4, 1902-

septentrionales
relating or belonging North

sequedad
drying -.  says the quality or quality or condition accountability -

sequedades
dryness-belonging to the quality or quality or condition of dry-

sera
will: it is said of the donkey big inside, usually without handles and which is used in the coal mines.

seráficos
relating or belonging to the Seraphim, members of the first chorus, in religion-

sereno
sereno-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered a
weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed
of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its essential oils, it is



used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

sereno caángay
serene caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

sereno o caángay
serene or caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

sereno-caángay
sereno-caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

serenos
serene-belonging to the expression: that it is at rest, without noise or movement-

serial
serial-refers to the expression : which allows the flow of information on a line of communication and therefore bit by bit-

serialismo
serialism-refers to the expression : composition technique that uses musical elements, such as degrees of height,
rhythms, chords, organized in different ways-

sericina
sericin: is a substance secreted by the silkworm and that is involved in the formation of the cocoon.

sericícolas
relating or belonging to the silk industry

serie
series-refers to the expression : group of phonemes that have the same articulation point-

serif
A font that features a curved or straight ornamental ornament at its ends. 

serifas
Belonging to the typeface that presents a curved or straight ornamental ornament at its ends. 



serina
refers to the expression : polar amino acid that is symbolized as Ser-the term serine is used within the Biochemistry-

serondos
.  belonging to the late fruit type-

seroprofilaxis
seroprophylaxis-refers to the expression : prevention of some diseases by administering blood serum by parenteral
route-

serosas
relating or pertaining alsuero

serrados
serrated = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendientes as the sierra.

serranos
relating or belonging to the sierra or its inhabitants

serranos
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the naturalesSierras

serraran
they cut with the saw.

serviles
relating or belonging to the servants and servants.

sesgo
refers to lasbanderillas which are placed after starting at an angle without quartering, or square.

sesudos
It is said of those who have or poseenseso, prudence -

sesumpate
sesumpatese is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

sesumpate o caángay
sesumpate or caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating



smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

sesumpate,caángay
sesumpate, caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

sesumpate-caángay
sesumpate-caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

setero
name given to a variety or species (-) Thistle corridor

seudópodos
seudopodoses a term used in zoology - says of lasprolongaciones which serve of locomotion to the amoebas

sexagesimales
relating or belonging well sixty

sexistas
relating or belonging to the sexism

sexitano
Sexitan-refers to the term : gentility corresponding to the person born in Almuñécar-

seychelles
It is an independent Republic comprising an archipelago of more than 100 islands, scattered to the northeast of the
island of Madagascar in Africa. -

séptum
septum- refers to the septum that divides a certain part of the body into an animal or vegetable

séricos
relating or belonging to the serum

sésiles
sessile = are thus called to plants that lack petioles or pendulums.



shamash
God of lasartes-belleza-sol-adivinacion-elocuencia-poesia-

shangó
Shango-refers to the expression : God of thunder and lightning, among the Yoruba, ethnicity of Nigeria-

shaylas
shaylas-belonging to the expression : kind of Islamic scarf, long and rectangular, very popular in the Gulf region. -

sheshu
fabulous animal / monstruoera a charged black color -

sheshu
sacred animal = black cobra Hindu-

shock
shock-refers to the expression : case of acute circulatory insufficiency of the blood-

shu
Goddess delaire - nature

sibylla
Sibylla- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  C .  Watson on September 28, 1876-

sicomoros
belonging to a variety or species dehiguera loca-moral or wild-

siddons sarah
Siddons Sarah-refers to the expression : English actress, 1755-1831 , known as the greatest tragic of her time-

siderales
relating or belonging to losastros, Star

sidéreos
relating or belonging to lasestrellas

sie
God delaguaen the mitologiaprecolombina

siegena
Siegena is an asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F.  Wolf on March 1, 1894-



sifaca
sifaca-it is a long-tailed prosimium primate, daytime and arboreal customs,

sifaca sedoso
silky sifaca-belonging to one of the rarest mammals on Earth, long-tailed prosimium, daytime and arboreal customs; it is
characterized by its white, long and silky fur and its habitat is restricted to a small area of northeastern Madagascar-

sifacas
sifacas-it is a long-tailed prosimium primate, daytime and arboreal customs-

sifaka
sifaka-refers to a long-tailed prosimium primate, daytime and arboreal customs,

sifakas
sifakas- belonging to a long-tailed prosimium primate, daytime and arboreal customs-

sifonápteros
Sifonapterosse is of a / / unaORDEN of wingless insects, akin to the Diptera, as flea.

sifonóforos
Sifonoforosse is of a / / unaorden of hydrozoans that are pelagic colonies, with polymorphism -

signatarios
relating or belonging to the seal

signe-
Signe- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf on October 22, 1900-

significado de la palabra ariles
very = term used in Mexico and refers to a kind of dream, something like dream despierto.// rumor or sound of the wind
in the forest.

signíferos
they carry or include a sign or logo, poetically.

silene coronaria
coronary silene-refers to the expression : ornamental plant of the carioophilaceae family, covered with glandular hairs-

siliconas
.  belonging to synthetic resin, obtained by substitution of carbon atoms by atoms of Silicon-

silícuas



.  belonging to the type of dry fruit which opens by four slits-

silículas
.  belonging to the type of fruit in box, similar to the silique, but as wide as long-

silvano
refers to the protective deity of forests and fields-

simbolistas
relating or belonging alsimbolismo, artistic movement of the 19th century, in France.

simeïsa
Simeïsa- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on March 14, 1913-

similares
to tienensemejanza, analogy with something else

simios
It is said losprimates-life tree-face bare-hands-feet prehensile, whose fingers end in nails.

simona
Simona- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  To.  van Biesbroeck on September 4, 1924-

simple
simple, refers to that it does not, does not, without = artifice or composition.

simple
simple, refers to that it does not, does not, without = artifice or composition.

sinalagmático
It is named the bilateral contract that has mutual obligations.

sinalagmáticos
relating or pertaining bilateral alcontrato with reciprocal obligations-

sinalaxio
sinalaxio-refers to a certain type of birds of the family of synalaxides, gray, greenish or red, long tail with gradual
plumage, which are found in different areas of South America, having as habitat the thickets or weeds of the forests-

sincriptas
It is said of flagellate losprotozoos of freshwater - it lacks wrap-



sindáctilos
sindactilos = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendos or more soldiers fingers each other-

sine qua non
sine qua non - ( 41 Latin expression;    .  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desin which will not be something
or shall be deemed not made-

sinforianos
sinforianos = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendones.

sinología
Sinology. - refers to the study of the language, its family of languages, literature and culture of China-

sinologías
sinologies. belonging to the study of the language, its family of languages, literature and culture of China-

sinoviales
relating or belonging to lasinovia, liquid contained in a capsule and that lubricating certain joints -

sinólogo
sinologist-person who cultivates the language and literature of China-

sinólogos
sinologists-belonging to the person who cultivates the language and literature of China-

sinuosos
tienenondulaciones, breasts, twists-

sinusales
relating or belonging to the anatomical breast

siona
Goddess delamor

sirene
Sirene- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on October 31, 1923-

sirenios
It is said of herbivorous marine and fluvial, losmamiferos equipped with fins, such as manatees and the dugong.

sirona
Sirona- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Petersel on September 8, 1871-



sirrusch
sacred animal = dragon of the Babylonians-

sisal
It is a flexible and resistant fiber obtained from the pita and other species of agave. -

sisal
name given to a variety or species (-) Mexican agave. -

sisigambis-
Sisigambis- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on March 31, 1916-

sistémicos
relating or pertaining general fat, your entire

sistémicos
relating or belonging to the general circulation of the blood.

sitio
It refers to the action by which the Bullfighter separates enough bull to not drown him.

situla
Situla-refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in constellationAquarius-

siwa-
Siwa- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisael October 13, 1874-

sísifo
character, grandfather of = Belerofonte, in Greco-Roman mythology

sísmicos
relating or pertaining alterremoto

skat
Skat-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Aquarius-

sleipnir
sacred animal = horse of the god Odin who had eight legs-

sobacos
outbursts-belonging to the expression : plectonate fish similar to crossbowfish



sobaquillo
referred to in almodo of placing banderillas, letting the bull head and nailing them the banderillero backwards at the
same time that it undertakes flight.

sociales
relating or belonging to society

sofismas
It is said of the apparent reasons that tries to persuade or defend what is false. -

solanina
solanine-glucoalkaloid found in tomatoes and tobacco, but the most ingested is potato.  Peeling the potato or frying it
(not cooking it) destroys it.  

solaninas
solanines—belonging to a glycoalkaloid found in tomatoes and tobacco, but the most ingested is potato.  Peeling the potato or frying it (not cooking it) destroys it.  

solaris
Solaris-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Pegasus-

solicitud
application -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desolicito-

soliloquios
soliloquy = monologues or reciting of a person with itself.

sombrero galaxy
Galaxy Hat-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation

sombríos
to tienensombra or cause it

somnofobia
somnophobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that a person presents to go to bed, to sleep, to fall asleep-

somnofobias
somnophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that a person presents to go to bed, to sleep, to fall asleep-

somormujo lavanco
lavanco-like somormujo-refers to the expression : type of podicipedipedime bird of the Podicipedidae family typical of the
wetlands of Eurasia, Africa and Australasia-



sonados
sonados: refers to the famous, which have a reputation.

sonneberga
Sonneberga- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on November 24, 1924-

sonrosados
concocted = says those who have or poseencolor as de rosa.

sophrosyne
Sophrosyne- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T .  R .  Lutherel on September 27, 1873-

sorabán o ábaco japonés
soroban or Japanese abacus-it is an abacus that is used vertically and observing it that way, at the top it has a row with
only one count per column, which is worth five points- At the bottom, the columns with four beads each appear.  In this
way and according to its position, down or up, joining the accounts of the same column, you can add in total, nine units
per column-

sordez
deaf -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desordo-

sorobán
soroban-it is an abacus that is used vertically and observing it that way, at the top it has a row with only one count per
column, which is worth five points- At the bottom, the columns with four beads each appear. In this way and according to
its position, down or up, joining the accounts of the same column, you can add in total, nine units per column-

sorobán, ábaco japonés
soroban, Japanese abacus- it is an abacus that is used vertically and observing it that way, at the top it has a row with
only one count per column, which is worth five points- At the bottom, the columns with four beads each appear.  In this
way and according to its position, down or up, joining the accounts of the same column, you can add in total, nine units
per column-

sorobán-ábaco japonés
soroban - Japanese abacus - it is an abacus that is used vertically and observing it that way, at the top it has a row with
a single count per column, which is worth five points- At the bottom, the columns with four beads each appear. In this
way and according to its position, down or up, joining the accounts of the same column, you can add in total, nine units
per column-

soropeto
soropeto - refers to the person in trouble to listen properly, not necessarily deaf to.

sosa
referred to ''  '' to the sodium hydroxide, very caustic-''  ''



sosa
referred to ''  '' to the sodium hydroxide, very caustic-''  ''

sosías
those who have perfect likeness or resemblance to another person

soto
He says the site populated with weeds, bushes and trees. -

sónicos
relating or belonging to speed of sound

sórdidos
to tienenmanchas, dirt -

sórdidos
to tienenimpurezas, dirt -

spica
Spica-refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2016, located in the constellation Virgo-

splendor
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

spur
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

staccato
staccato-refers to the expression : way to execute a piece of music that consists of separating and shortening the sound
of each affected note so that it stands out and becomes more intense-

stajonovismo
stajonovism-refers to the expression : method of production that encourages the growth of the level of productivity of
workers-

starking
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

starkrimson
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

stasi



Stasi-refers to the expression: popular name of service of security of the Republic Democratic German int.

stateira-
Stateira - this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 20, 1916-

steina
Steina-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F.  Wolf on December 22, 1910-

sterrennacht
Sterrennacht-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation
Andromeda-

strackea
Strackea- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on March 3, 1924-

stribor
Stribor-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in constellation Lynx-

struveana-
Struveana- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on October 4, 1913-

stupa
refers to the ritual Center of Buddhist monastery in the India-

stupas
refers to the Buddhist graves in the India.

sualocin
Sualocin-refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation
Delphinus-

suanpan
suanpan- refers to the type of abacus divided into two parts, one upper, with two beads worth five points and one lower,
with five beads worth one point each.

suanpán ábaco chino
Suanpan Chinese abacus- refers to the type of abacus divided into two parts, one upper, with two beads worth five
points and one lower, with five beads worth one point each.

suanpán o ábaco chino
suanpan or Chinese abacus- refers to the type of abacus divided into two parts, one upper, with two beads worth five
points and another lower, with five beads worth one point each.



suanpán-ábaco chino
suanpan - Chinese abacus - refers to the type of abacus divided into two parts, one upper, with two beads worth five
points and another lower, with five beads worth one point each.

suarenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Coronel Suárez -

suave
soft, refers to that it does not, does not, without = roughness, wrinkle-

subjetivas
relating or belonging to the subject or agent, in grammar-

subjetivos
relating or belonging almodo think or feel

subjetivos
relating or pertaining to the subject, considered as opposed to the external world.

sublimen
corresponds to the expression ''  '' magnify, best ''  ''. -

subra
Subra-refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation Leo-

subsónicos
relating or belonging to less than the sound speed

succinos
.  belonging to the fossil resin of coasts of the Baltic, yellow, brittle, volatile, aromatic-

sucesorios
relating or belonging alconjunto of goods, rights and obligations passed to heirs.

sucios
to tienenmanchas, impurities


